Isolation of bluetongue virus from midges of Culicoides Schultzei complex in West Bengal, India

Abstract

Although no outbreak of clinical bluetongue has been reported so far, large numbers of sero-positive animals are present in different agro-climatic zones of West Bengal, an eastern state of India. The environmental parameters are quite conducive for propagation of Culicoides sp. in the state of West Bengal. In order to identify the vector of BTV that is circulating in West Bengal state, attempts were made to isolate BTV from Culicoides midges identified as members of Culicoides schultzei complex that were collected from localities having good number of sero-positive animals. Non-engorged midges were pooled to prepare sample and BTV was isolated using embryonated chicken eggs, followed by BHK-21 cell culture. Confirmation of BTV was made by RNA-PAGE and RT-PCR. This communication describes for the first time the isolation of BTV from midges of Culicoides schultzei complex from the eastern Indian state West Bengal indicating that they may be one of the vectors responsible for circulating BTV in this region.
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Introduction

Bluetongue (BT) is an arthropod-transmitted non-contagious viral disease of domestic and wild ruminants, caused by bluetongue virus (BTV) of the genus Orbivirus, and family Reoviridae. Twenty four distinct BTV serotypes have been recognized for decades, many of which is thought to be capable of causing BT in ruminants. However, two further BTV serotypes, BTV-25 (Taggenburg orbivirus, from Switzerland) and BTV-26 (from Kuwait) have recently been identified in goats and sheep, respectively. In India, the first report of the disease was from Maharashtra in 1963 that experienced an outbreak accompanied by severe economic losses in sheep. Since then southern and western states of India experienced several incidences and/or outbreaks of BT from time to time. However, eastern and north-eastern part of India didn’t experience any outbreak as such. Out of 27 serotypes distributed globally, 22 serotypes have been reported from various parts of the country and 13 different serotypes (BTV1-4, 6, 9, 10, 12, 16-18, 21, 23) have been isolated so far. Most of the cases, these BTV serotypes were detected from endemic southern parts (states) of India.

India is a vast country with diverse geo-climatic zones. A large proportion of the country is tropical, with high to moderate rainfall, and a climate that is conducive for propagation of the Culicoides species vector. Though there are more than 1400 species of Culicoides worldwide, about 60 species have been reported to occur in India. The state of West Bengal (latitude 21°38’ N to 27°10’ N, longitude 85°50’ E to 89°50’ E) has been divided into six agro-climatic zones, viz. Hill, Tarai, Old alluvial, New Alluvial, Red laterite and Coastal saline. The environmental parameters, viz. rainfall, temperature and relative humidity being quite conducive for propagation of Culicoides sp. in West Bengal, these midges breed profusely during the monsoons (May to September). As per 18th Quinquennial Livestock Census (2007) of West Bengal, the state possesses population of 1.57 million sheep, 15.06 million goat and 19.18 million cattle. Although no outbreaks of clinical bluetongue disease have been reported so far in this state, large numbers of sero-positive animals (sheep - 57.66%, goat - 66.95% and cattle - 52.00%) are present in different agro-climatic zones of West Bengal. This led us to believe in circulation of bluetongue virus (BTV) amongst vectors and animals of the state. At this point, isolation of BTV from two suspected abattoir sheep of Kolkata Maidan pasture could be done and serotyped as- 15 and 21. In this context, in order to identify the vector of BTV that is circulating in West Bengal state, attempts were made to detect and isolate BTV from Culicoides midges, collected from localities having good number of sero-positive animals.

Materials and methods

Collection and identification of midges

Midges were collected in batches (n=9) from Kamarhati region (22°67’ N, 88°37’ E) of 24-parganas district of West Bengal state (Figure 1). The area was chosen on the basis of presence of high percent of sero-positive animals in the state. Midges were collected from large ruminant (cattle and buffalo) shed in the evening hours (5.30-7.30 pm) using traditional sweep net. The trapped insects were sorted under a microscope and identification steps were followed based on the morphological characteristics.

Isolation of bluetongue virus

Each batch of non-engorged midges was pooled to prepare individual sample. Now the samples (n=9) each numbering up to 150 midges were ground in pestle and mortar with sterilized sand. After grinding, 10ml of sterilized phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.2) was added into it and the cells were disrupted (at 0°C) using ultrasonicator (Hielscher Ultrasonics GmbH, Germany) with a titanium probe, with the peak-to-peak wavelength of 8µ to 10µ with 40 cycles of one minute’s duration, to release the virus. Intravenous inoculation of filtered aliquot (100µl) of the disrupted midge cell
suspension into 10 to 12day-old embryonated chicken eggs (ECE) was used to detect the presence of BTV. For each sample, four ECE were used as test whereas two as control (where PBS, pH 7.2 was used as inoculums). The ECE were incubated at 33.5°C for seven days. Embryos that died within seven days of inoculation showing subcutaneous haemorrhages were considered suspected. Embryos that died within 24hours of inoculation were not considered for subsequent processing. Three blind passages in embryonated eggs were carried out for all the samples. Selected embryonic tissues (viz. spleen, kidney, heart, liver, muscle) were collected and emulsified, using a sterilized pestle and mortar, with PBS having antibiotics (100IU/ml benzylpenicillin and 100µg/ml streptomycin sulphate) to make a 10% (w/v) suspension. This suspension was clarified by centrifugation and inoculated on to baby hamster kidney (BHK-21) confluent cell monolayers in 25cm² tissue flask (Nunk) using Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM, Sigma, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (Sigma, USA). Infected cells were observed under microscope for cytopathic effect (CPE) produced up to 72hours post-infection (PI) and harvested for next cycle of infection. The harvested cells were filtered and 200μl of inoculums were used to infect fresh monolayer. Thus three passages in BHK-21 cells were carried out for each case and observed for up to 72hours post-infection (PI) for cytopathic effect (CPE).

**RNA-PAGE**

Viral RNA was extracted from the BHK-21 cells using Trizol (Sigma, USA) and RNA-PAGE was performed as per Squire et al. The midges collected and used in this study for virus isolation were identified as members of the *Culicoides schultzei* complex.13,17,18 The midges (Figure 2) were medium sized flies with moderately hairy wings with numerous distinct pale spots including a pale spot over r-m crossvein almost on the center of the vein. Radical cells were absent; anterior border of wing with two dark spots, one at the tip of radial vein forming the stigma, other at about the middle of cell R5. Aedaegus was prominent with saddle- shaped stem. Paramere was broad at the base, curved and tapered towards the tip with apical hairs.

**Results**

Identification of midges

The midges collected and used in this study for virus isolation were identified as members of the *Culicoides schultzei* complex.13,17,18

**Isolation of BTV**

Embryos that died between 2 and 7days of inoculation in ECE showing subcutaneous haemorrhages were suspected of having BTV. When processed suspected samples (n=3) were inoculated in BHK-21 cell lines, one of the samples showed extensive CPE. Cellular destruction was evident as early as 24hours, and the cells became enlarged, refractile and rounded. After 48hours PI there was foamy degeneration, cell aggregation and vacuolation inside the cells. CPE were seen throughout the monolayer by 72hours PI, clumps of cells were detached from the flask and floated in the medium. This BHK-21 cell lysate sample (KH-1) was chosen for further processing.

**RNA-PAGE**

RNA-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis showed 10–segmented RNA pattern (3:3:3:1) characteristic of BTV (result not shown).
RT-PCR

The sample that gave CPE in BHK-21 cell culture and also showed the characteristic BTV-specific segmented RNA pattern was amplified by RT-PCR and confirmed positive for BTV (Figure 3) (Figure 4).
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**Figure 3** RT-PCR analysis of NS1 gene of BTV in agarose gel.
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**Figure 4** RT-PCR analysis.

**Discussion**

In the present study, midges were collected from localities (large ruminant shed) having good number of sero-positive animals and were identified based on morphological characteristics. In this study, midges were allocated to *Culicoides schultzei* complex. The most predominant midges of our collection happened to be the members of *Culicoides schultzei* complex like the other observations of recent past. Midge traps were collected from different agro-climatic zones of West Bengal during the year 2009-2010 and members of *C. schultzei* complex were observed to be the most predominant species in all the agro-climatic zones. The *Culicoides schultzei* complex contain several species viz. *C. Oxystoma*, *C. Schulztea, C. Subschultzei, C. King, C. Rhizophoresis, C. Enderleini, C. Nevilli* and *C. Neoschultzei* having very less morphological differences. Of these midges, *C. Oxystoma* and *C. Schulztea* were proven as potential vectors for bluetongue virus and epizootic haemorrhagic disease virus responsible for transmitting the virus among different groups of animals.

The species confirmation of *Culicoides* specimens in *Schultzei* complex needs serious taxonomic studies as high degree of variation in key characters make the accurate species identification challenging. This is especially true for Indian specimens. Hence, the authors advocate genomic analysis for proper species identification. Molecular identification based on DNA sequences can only resolved this impasse with perfection.

In the present investigation, virus (BTV) was isolated from batch samples of *Culicoides* midges using ECE and BHK-21 cell line and was confirmed by RNA-PAGE and subsequently by RT-PCR. Out of 9 batches (samples), one (KH-1) showed the presence of BTV in midges of *Culicoides schultzei* complex, the predominant species of eastern part of India. Non-engorged midges were used in the study to rule out the possibility that engorged midges might contain BTV from blood of infected animals and would act as mechanical vector. This means that midges of *C. Schulztea* complex act as one of the BTV vectors, at least, in the state of West Bengal. Other workers have reported the presence of BTV in various species of *Culicoides* from different countries. Earlier, BTV was isolated from pooled sample of *Culicoides* midges, collected from the western part of India.

**Conclusion**

The present study identifies and confirms the presence of one of the vectors responsible for circulating virus (BTV) in this state (West Bengal) for the first time and hence, advocating preparedness to prevent menace of clinical BT in future, if any.
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